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Technology companies
comprise nearly 46%
of the S&P 500’s total
market capitalization
and, on average, grow
sales at close to twice
the rate of their nontech counterparts
while increasing
operating profits 60%
faster. 4

At Bailard, Inc., we believe technology companies are the heart of global economic
growth. Today, technology-based products and services penetrate nearly every aspect of
our social and economic lives. Technology companies have scale, market opportunities,
and operational excellence unsurpassed in other industries and are consistently ranked
as the best-managed businesses in the world.1 Of the top ten companies ranked by market capitalization in the S&P 500 Index, seven are technology-driven businesses.2
The case for technology investments as a core component of an investment strategy is
centered around two themes: (1) the undeniable impact of technology products and services throughout world economies and as primary growth drivers for most industries
today, and (2) the superior operating results generated by the technology sector, as a
whole, relative to other industries.3 Whether you analyze technology trends as a professional analyst or personal investor, or simply consume the products and services in your
everyday life, it is clear the opportunities for technology investments are broad, durable,
and increasingly central to long-term equity strategies.
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Technology Companies Have the Operational Advantage
Technology companies comprise nearly 46% of the S&P 500’s total market capitalization and, on average,
grow sales at close to twice the rate of their non-tech counterparts while increasing operating profits 60%
faster.4
Their superior operating metrics make technology companies not only attractive investments but formidable competitors and potential entrants across industries (Apple is now the world’s largest watch maker,
and Amazon’s AWS division is the world’s leading cloud compute and storage business). Technology companies, on average, are characterized by higher profit margins, lower balance sheet leverage, and superior
returns on invested capital (ROIC). The leading technology companies are global and well-capitalized with
plentiful access to debt and equity markets to fund operations and finance growth.
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Chart 1: Tech companies grow sales
and profit significantly faster than
other industries.

Chart 2: Tech companies are more
profitable than other industries.
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Chart 3: Tech companies have less
leverage and generate superior
returns on capital.
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Sources: Standard & Poor's Financial Services LLC:, Bloomberg, L.P., and Bailard, Inc. Analysis based on the securities held in the S&P 500 Index.

Tech is Everywhere and Durable… So are the Investment Opportunities
If you are a professional working in retail, entertainment, oil and gas, finance, manufacturing, real estate, or any number of other industries, technology is likely playing a key role in managing and growing
your business. Enormous cloud-based storage and computing platforms connected to fiber optic edge networks drive social media and video streaming platforms, while semiconductor sensors measure real-time
oil wellbore temperatures, and a mind-boggling amount of software, hardware, and AI algorithms power
autonomous driving in the latest generation of automobiles. With a few taps and swipes on a smartphone,
individual investors can transfer funds from one account to another, purchase shares of their favorite tech
stock or cryptocurrency, and receive instant trade confirmation from anywhere in the world—all within
seconds. Of course, the list goes on, but the clear takeaway is that technology is proliferating and impacting every corner of the global economy at an accelerating rate.
Technology investing is shedding its image as a high-growth, higher-risk, niche-strategy simply because
there is nothing niche about the pervasiveness of technology in the economy or the financial markets. In
fact, the greater risk to investment goals may be moderate or under exposure to the technology sector.
Further, many investment managers, Registered Investment Advisors, and fiduciaries still trade around
the technology sectors, using ETFs such as the XLK5, to “add a little tech” or “trim a little tech” when, in
fact, the better strategy over time is to deepen the commitment to technology within asset allocations.
Trading in and out of the tech sector is likely, at best, to incur opportunity costs (and taxes), while more
probably creating underperformance relative to buy and build strategies.
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Tech is the Better Trade
It is not uncommon for an investment manager to
correctly determine that the economy is shifting,
possibly favoring more cyclical industries in an
economic recovery, and begin to sell equity exposure in one sector of the economy to buy exposure
in another sector to express this view. For example,
a reasonable manifestation of this view is to trim a
position in, say, a high-growth cloud-native analytics software company to buy a position in a class-8
heavy duty truck manufacturer. This is a rational
trade given the manager’s outlook and assumption
that the depressed transportation markets will recover with the economy, driving renewed demand
for heavy duty truck cabs. Furthermore, economic
recoveries often incur rising interest rates, which
can potentially pressure equity risk premiums—
particularly high valuation multiples often found
on equities of fast growing software companies. So,
again, a trade makes sense.
However, we believe technology is now so pervasive, that a better trade to exploit a cyclical shift
in the economy is within the tech sector itself. For
example, within a technology strategy one may execute on the same fundamental outlook for the economy, including selling the high-growth analytics
software company. However, rather than owning
the class-8 truck original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), one would look to tech companies in
the OEM supply chain, particularly semiconduc-

tors, connectors, and integrated systems suppliers,
as examples. We believe the intrinsic risk/reward
for this trade is likely higher for several reasons. To
start, in most cyclical supply chains, “all ships rise”
as OEMs’ output recovers with the economy, including tech’s cyclically-exposed product lines. Next, as
machinery and devices become more complex and
powerful, technical components proliferate within
devices, driving up the content dollar value for companies in the supply chain. In our opinion, no sector benefits more from content value growth than
technology due to the explosion in electrification
and connectivity of products, and the attendant
technology-driven functionality delivered through
applications and services.
Lastly, while a class-8 OEM supplier may represent
a levered play on economic recovery, it is largely
constrained to the OEMs’ business cycles. However, in the technology sector, we see companies exposed to a broader set of end market and industries
which experience varying levels of cyclical and secular business activity. For example, a leading analog
semiconductor company may be benefitting from a
cyclical lift in demand from truck and auto manufacturing while also responding to demand changes
from 5G mobile handsets, cloud data center buying
patterns, and gaming console product cycles. We
feel what is becoming increasingly clear is that
technology companies now represent the deepest,
most diversified set of opportunities within both
cyclical and secular growth industries.

THE INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY IS A STRONG GROWTH DRIVER FOR MANY TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES
Chart 4: Correlated Cycles: Equity price returns for Paccar, Inc. (PCAR), a leading class-8 truck OEM, and NXP Semiconductor (NXPI), a leading components supplier to the transportation industry.
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Technology Companies Remain Attractive Values
It is true that technology stocks trade at a premium to the broader market, and their returns are more volatile. For example, Chart 5 below shows the valuation of S&P 500 technology holdings relative to non-tech
counterparts on several metrics, including adjusted operating cash flow (EBITDA6), sales, and dividends.
Similarly, technology sector returns also have higher volatility than non-tech counterparts (Chart 6).
However, as noted at the beginning of this paper, technology companies on average possess superior operating metrics, higher growth rates, better capital returns, and less leverage. So, it makes sense that investors would apply higher valuations to these companies. In fact, when technology valuation multiples are
adjusted for superior performance, many technology companies are more attractively valued than their
non-tech counterparts. A straightforward approach is to normalize valuation multiples for differences in
growth rates (see Chart 7). By this analysis we see that several valuation metrics now favor technology
companies when the intrinsic value of faster growth, higher profits, or better returns on investment are
captured.
Similarly, when we account for equity price volatility in the context of higher equity returns, we note that
technology investors are rewarded for the higher risk. In fact, over time, the return-for-risk (price return/
price volatility) for technology stocks significantly exceeds non-tech counterparts (see Chart 8).
We hope these brief discussions have provided a better understanding of our approach to and enthusiasm
for investing in the technology stocks and why we believe the technology sector deserves a central role in
asset allocation.
TECH SECTOR RETURNS, RISK & VALUATION
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Chart 6: Technology equity returns are more volatile.
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Chart 5: Technology equity valuations are at a premium
by several measures.
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Chart 8: The higher returns of technology adequately
compensates for the higher volatility.
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Chart 7: Technology valuations are more attractive
when adjusted for superior performance.
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Chart sources: Standard & Poor's Financial Services LLC:, Bloomberg, L.P., and Bailard, Inc. Analysis based on the securities held in the S&P 500 Index. Past
performance is no indication of future results.
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ABOUT THE BAILARD INSTITUTIONAL ALL CAP GROWTH/TECHNOLOGY & SCIENCE EQUITY
STRATEGY
The Bailard Institutional All Cap Growth/Technology & Science Equity Strategy captures broad, impactful
investment opportunities across the globe, including advances in automobile electrification, factory automation, AI and machine learning, biologics and vaccines, e-commerce, digital payments, 5G wireless services, Internet of Things and mobile devices, hyperscale data centers and high-compute, e-sports, online
entertainment, and remote work. Learn more about technology investing at Bailard, Inc.
ABOUT BAILARD’S TECH & SCIENCE TEAM
With strong roots in the heart of the Silicon Valley and the San Francisco Bay Area, Bailard’s technology
and science team is focused on the forefront of innovation and value creation. The team of six combine
their 19-years of average investment experience to deliver deep sector expertise and analyze the rapidly-advancing technology and science industries. Leveraging our “Man + Machine” approach through our
proprietary systematic models and tools, fundamental research, and access to industry experts, we seek
to
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of high-conviction
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of average investment experience to deliver deep sector expertise and analyze the rapidly-advancing technology
and science industries.
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About Bailard, Inc.
Bailard is an independent wealth and investment management firm in the San Francisco Bay Area. For
individuals and institutions alike, Bailard proudly serves as a trusted partner focused on achieving long-term
results aligned with client values and goals. The pursuit of excellence, in all its forms, drives everything we do.
believeInvesting
in six core
– accountability,
compassion, courage, excellence, fairness, and independence –
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and these values manifest in our strategies and client service. A tenured and independent firm founded in 1969,
we offer wealth and institutional clients stability and candor. We stand committed to serving our clients with
research-based insight, transparency, and compassion. You are not a robot. Neither are we.™
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Bailard is an independent wealth and investment management firm in the San Francisco Bay Area. For individuals
and institutions alike, Bailard proudly serves as a trusted partner focused on achieving long-term results aligned
with client values and goals. The pursuit of excellence, in all its forms, drives everything we do. We believe in six
core values – accountability, compassion, courage, excellence, fairness, and independence – and these values manifest in our strategies and client service. A tenured and independent firm founded in 1969, we offer wealth and
institutional clients stability and candor. We stand committed to serving our clients with research-based insight,
transparency, and compassion. You are not a robot. Neither are we.™
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DISCLOSURES
This communication is for informational purposes only and is not a recommendation of, or an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy,
any particular security, strategy or investment product. This communication does not take into account the particular investment objectives,
financial situations or needs of individual clients. References to specific stocks are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to represent any past, present or future investment recommendations. Unless otherwise indicated, all analysis is based on securities held in the S&P
500 Index. All investments have risks, including the risks that they can lose money and that the market value will fluctuate as the stock and
bond markets fluctuate. Technology stocks generally have above average risk due to, among other things, style and sector risks. There is no
assurance that Bailard or any of its investment strategies can achieve their investment objectives. Past performance is no guarantee of future
results. This communication contains the current opinion of its author and such opinions are subject to change without notice. Information
contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed. Bailard cannot provide investment advice in
any jurisdiction where it is prohibited from doing so. We do not think this publication should be relied on as a sole source of information and
opinion on the subjects addressed.
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